CREATING SPACES TO LIVE
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING EDITION 1.0

ON SPECIFICATION. ON BUDGET. ON SCHEDULE.
RICOMAN Lighting has been in the UK lighting market for 10 years and the global market even longer.
In that time we have forged a reputation for providing high quality lighting at competitive prices.
This is proven by the number of repeat customers specifying RICOMAN, especially on substantial
commercial projects such as apartments and large housing projects.
Our wealth of experience and close relationship with customers has helped our product development
team create products that the industry need. We make swift and efficient customisations with our
prices remaining comparable with most reputable lighting companies. Our large stock holdings and
lean UK manufacturing systems help to deliver our industry leading delivery times. Working with
European based component suppliers, we achieve a fast production turnaround, keeping our promise
to deliver your order on schedule.

Compliance

We are always in line with the
latest industry guidelines such as
Part L2A of building regulations
and CIBSE LG9.
We can do energy calculations for
your project to be in line with your
targets for the optimum energy
consumption.
Our expert lighting consultants are
familiar with the best practices in
lighting such as light levels, use of
controls and emergency lighting.

Design & Management

Our highly experienced team of
lighting designers and engineers will
provide you with a comprehensive
lighting design proposal.
We are with you at every stage
of your project and conduct site
surveys to best understand your
lighting needs and make sure
everything is running smoothly.
Lighting products can be supplied in
stages, grouped and referenced for
the different areas.

Portfolio

Our product portfolio and our ability
to make customisations allows us
to supply lighting to a wide range of
residential applications.
From care homes to apartment
buildings and student
accommodation, our lighting will
meet your specification and budget.
All our luminaires are manufactured
to exacting standards with
integrated controls to further reduce
energy when needed.

0161-451-5920 || sales@ricoman.com || www.ricoman.com
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A CASE STUDY
Local Blackfriars is an apartment complex in Manchester, architecturally blended
into a Grade II-listed former public house.
RICOMAN provided lighting solutions for the residential areas which include 380
apartments, town houses and penthouses. Areas include communal areas, a state
of the art gymnasium, cycle store, reception areas, car park, mechanical/electrical
riser, commercial offices, tank room, bin store and emergency lighting throughout.
The consultants involved aimed to create an environment which promotes a
convenient life and a comfortable environment. Energy consumption was also
a concern, as the lights can be on for twelve hours or more per night in winter.
Therefore, the luminaires required a proven long lifetime to reduce the frequency of
replacement.
RICOMAN was given a large specification list of luminaires of varying types required
across the complex. Most of them were readily available. Moreover RICOMAN were
able to customise some of the existing products to meet the specification.
RICOMAN were next to the consultants and architects throughout the project via a
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area where people communicate and interact. To make an impact, the
lighting needs to be flexible to cater for a spectrum of different activities
and create an functional atmosphere that welcomes and attracts.
Blackfriars Road
Salford, M3 7DB
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LOBBY | RECEPTION
In a residential block, the entrance gives the first hint of the personality
and style of the whole place. The lobby is a point of reference and an
area where people communicate and interact. To make an impact, the
lighting needs to be flexible to cater for a spectrum of different activities
and create a functional atmosphere that welcomes and attracts.
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Pinnacle

Modus

Lobby

Estrella Pro

Living Room

Endor

IP65 elegant circular LED surface mounted or
pendant downlight available in 14W or 28W,
black or white body and 3000K or 4000K colour
temperature. Designed for high visual comfort
with a <3 step Macadam ellipse tolerance.

Kitchen | Bathroom

Discreet architectural LED spotlight with cast
aluminium body and heat-sink. Narrow white
bezel with a titanium reflector and customisable
beam angles. CREE COB with a <3 step
Macadam ellipse tolerance.

Transit Spaces
Exterior

Saturn

Parking

E-Pro - NEW

A linear LED lighting system with unlimited
possibilities such as different optic options (opal,
UGR, wallwash, round/square aperture, louvre),
body finish, colour temperatures, outputs,
installation types and flexibility to integrate an
adjustable spotlight.

Recreation Areas

A range of round, round rimless or square recessed
adjustable LED downlight or wallwasher luminaires.
Adjustable beam angles and reflector in polished
chrome/titanium/matte silver finish. Superb optical
performance delivering 12W to 42W with an
efficacy of 100 lumens per watt.

Integrated
Solutions

A range of recessed or surface mounted LED
downlights in black or white finish and linear or
square single or multiple cellular options. Round
aperture optics for excellent glare control with a <3
step Macadam ellipse tolerance.

Recessed multi-directional LED wall wash/accent
lighting with rotation and angle adjustments, ideal
for wall wash and internal sign lighting. Adjustable
head rotation of 340° and tiltable head of -18° to +45°
for optimal directional light control.
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Carina

Ultra-Slim Dim

Lobby

Moon

Galaxia

Living Room

Recessed LED downlighter with robust
aluminium body ensuring excellent thermal
control. Ideal PL downlight replacement,
available in four output and cut out versions
from 12W to 23W.

Kitchen | Bathroom

Recessed mains dimmable LED round
downlighters with cast aluminium body, white
aluminium bezel and low profile, ideal for low
ceiling voids. Available in five output and cut out
versions from 8W to 23W.

Transit Spaces
Exterior

Flow - NEW

Parking

Large LED ring pendant light in black finish.
With a modern circular design and an opal
polycarbonate diffuser, the luminaire guarantees
no light leakage,and a soft and uniform light
output. Constructed from aluminium housing with
a 800mm diameter.

Recreation Areas

Architectural pendant or surface mounted
LED luminaire with direct / indirect lighting
and microprismatic diffuser. Constructed from
aluminium housing, 585mm or 875mm diameter.
Available in standard or higher wattage outputs

Integrated
Solutions

A curved linear LED lighting system perfect for imaginative lighting designs. Flow system is comprised of straight and
curved basic modules that can be combined in different ways to create unique lighting projects. The modules can be
configured to classic circular luminaires, rounded rectangles, continuous waves or even more abstract shapes. The
single or continuous luminaires can be suspended or mounted on ceilings and walls with the light directing downwards,
inwards, outwards and also twisting.
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KITCHEN | BATHROOM
Kitchen and bathroom areas are maybe the most functional areas in a
home. Lighting needs to be sufficient to perform daily tasks like cooking
and shaving. At the same time, fittings need to have the necessary
ingress protection and fire rating, while being able to dim and change
colour temperature is a bonus both in terms of saving money and
adapting the mood of the room according to our circadian rhythm.
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R3

Centorio

Lobby

Endor IP65

Shallow depth fire rated LED downlight that is
tested with I-joist ceilings. Core is switchable 3000K
or 4000K via a dip switch at the front. It features an
integrated dimmable driver, white finish as standard
with chrome, black or brushed chrome bezel
options.

Endor series offer an IP65 option suitable for
bathroom zones. Available in square or round shape
and 12W output with superb optical performance
with an efficacy of 100 lumens per watt and perfect
glare control. Designed for high visual comfort with
a <3 step Macadam ellipse tolerance.

Transit Spaces

Core

Living Room

A fire rated IP65 LED downlight. Tunable white
colour temperature 3000K to 5000K, dimmable
down to night mode via wall switch or remote
control.. Available in white, polished chrome or
satin nickel options, all included as standard.

Kitchen | Bathroom

A fire rated IP65 LED downlight tunable white
3000K to 5000K, or fixed Kelvin 3000K/4000K,
dimmable down to night mode via wall switch
or remote control. Available in white, black,
chrome, or brushed chrome options.

Recreation Areas
Parking
Exterior

Aeroline

Integrated
Solutions

Unobtrusive mini LED light lines boasting an ultra
slim 8mm profile and only 18mm width. Available
with a multitude of options including various lengths
ranging from 150 mm to 1200 mm lengths and
touch/dimming/sensor switches. Available with 90
or 180 degree mounting options
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LIVING ROOM |
BEDROOM
These are the areas of a home where
people tend to meet with friends,
family, watch TV, study, do their
hobbies or just relax. Lighting needs
to be flexible enough to cater for all
of these different needs. Humancentric lighting helps to be in tune
with people’s biological clock. The
aesthetic factor is also important,
as the living room is the place more
often “exposed” to visitors, meaning
that different colour finishes might be
required.
RICOMAN has a range of luminaires
ideal for the home’s more lively and
busy spaces.
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Pulsar

Pulsar Lite

Lobby

Centorio

Living Room

R3

A modern angle and rotation adjustable
downlight with durable aluminium body.
Installation is surface mounted or recessed,
with white or black finish reflector, four different
this in
the kitchen section
beam angles and two See
colour
temperatures.

Kitchen | Bathroom

Elegant cylindrical LED pendant downlight
with a cast aluminium black or white body,
spectacular gun metal reflector and integral
driver. Clean aesthetic which features a 1500mm
adjustable flex and pendant head included.

Transit Spaces

A fire rated IP65 LED downlight. Tunable white
colour temperature 3000K to 5000K, dimmable
down to night mode via wall switch or remote
control.. Available in white, polished chrome or
this in the
section
satin nickel options, all See
included
as kitchen
standard.

Recreation Areas

A fire rated IP65 LED downlight Tunable white
3000K to 5000K, or fixed Kelvin 3000K/4000K,
dimmable down to night mode via wall switch
or remote control. Available in white, black,
chrome, or brushed chrome options.

Parking
Exterior

Core

Integrated
Solutions

Shallow depth fire rated LED downlight that is tested
with I-joist ceilings. Core is switchable 3000K or
4000K via a dip switch at the front. It features an
integrated dimmable driver, white finish as standard
with chrome, black or brushed chrome bezel options
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TRANSIT SPACES
Corridors, stairwells and places next to elevators could be defined as
transit spaces within a residential building. Carefully lit passageways
are crucial to prevent feelings of confusion and claustrophobia while
keeping in harmony with the aesthetics that exist in the rest of the
building. RICOMAN has a range of LED standard and emergency
solutions as well as control systems suitable for wall or ceiling mounting
in corridors and stairwells.
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Victus

Alphard

Lobby

Iris

Living Room

Nova

IP65 surface mounted LED round or square
luminaire with a unique superior design for
optimal light diffusion, ideal for decorative interior
and exterior applications. Optional integrated
microwave presence detector with ON/OFF.

Kitchen | Bathroom

IP65 surface mounted LED circular luminaire
designed for a fast and easy installation. Ideal
for interior and exterior applications with
optional integrated microwave presence
detector with ON/OFF.

Transit Spaces

IP65 surface mounted LED luminaire ideal for
decorative interior and exterior applications. Black
or grey cast aluminium body with eyelid as an
add on. Optional integrated microwave presence
detector with ON/OFF.

Recreation Areas

Circular large LED surface mounted luminaire, ideal
for interior applications. Light emitted through a
polycarbonate front opal diffuser, adding a halo
effect. Available as trimless or with white, black,
polished or brushed chrome options.

Parking

Cygni

Exterior

Zeta

Integrated
Solutions

Slim square/rectangular wall recessed LED
luminaire of only 18mm depth. Ideal for
stairwells, it is available in 70x70mm and
200x70mm sizes, sealed to IP54 warm white
3000K indirect light source .

An award winning IP65 exterior/interior wall
light with aluminium body that can be installed
individually or in groups. Available in 3000k or
4000K colour temperatures.
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Ultra-Slim Non Dim

Soar

Lobby

Vanguard III

Living Room

Blade

Surface mounted emergency LED downlight,
offering both open area and escape route optics. It
comes with integral driver and NiCd battery pack.
It is compact and discreet, ideal for a variety of
interior applications.

Kitchen | Bathroom

Recessed non dimmable LED round downlighters
with cast aluminium body, white aluminium bezel
and low profile, ideal for low ceiling voids. Available
in five output and cut out versions from 8W to 23W.

Transit Spaces

A self-test stand alone 3 hour LED emergency
recessed downlight using a LI-FE PO4 (Lithium
Phosphate) battery. It is available with open area
and corridor optic options included and comes with
integrated electronics.

Recreation Areas
Parking

A 3-hour LED emergency exit sign offering
ease of installation along with a sleek aesthetic,
accommodating nearly all installation scenarios
including surface, recessed, suspended and
side mounting. All mounting kits and all legends
are included.

Exterior

Emergency Pack

Integrated
Solutions

3 Hour emergency pack with versions available
to be compatible with RICOMAN downlights or
RICOMAN panels. Also ask about the Z10 remote/
integral emergency conversion pack with optional
self-test function and remote control testing.
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RECREATION AREAS
Many especially luxurious residential blocks include recreation areas
such as swimming pools, gyms or even home cinemas. We offer a
range of lighting products to match the needs of these places such as
RGBW light fittings and panel lights with sky effects or custom printed
graphics ideal to create a unique and fancy lighting environment.
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Sky Panels

Custom Print Panels

Lobby

RGBW Estrella Pro

A colour changing dimmable 600x600 LED panel
light ideal for creating a unique atmosphere.
RGBW offers different control options. The
innovative back channel allows various mounting
options to maximise versatility.

The RGBW version of Estrella Pro linear LED lighting
system offering a number of options regarding
lengths, body finish, installation types and flexibility
to integrate an adjustable spotlight.

Transit Spaces

RGBW Panel Light

Living Room

A single or set of 4, 6, 9 back-lit, flicker-free LED
panel lights featuring slim line aluminium body
and a custom print effect. Get in touch with us to
explain your needs and we will find the perfect
graphics for your theme.

Kitchen | Bathroom

Available in a range of configurations, these back-lit,
flicker-free cost efficient LED panel lights feature
slim line aluminium body and a printed sky effect.
Ideal for creating a natural feature lighting effect
and a unique atmosphere in recreation areas.

Recreation Areas
Parking
Exterior

Flow - NEW

Integrated
Solutions

A curved linear LED lighting system perfect for imaginative lighting designs. Flow system is comprised of straight and
curved basic modules that can be combined in different ways to create unique lighting projects. The modules can be
configured to classic circular luminaires, rounded rectangles, continuous waves or even more abstract shapes. The
single or continuous luminaires can be suspended or mounted on ceilings and walls with the light directing downwards,
upwards, inwards, outwards and also twisting.
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PARKING | UTILITY
Most residential blocks have their own interior parking areas for cars
and bicycles. For the parking lots the lights ideally need to be high IP
rated with a wide-beam angle. Protection from dirt, dust, water and
impact resistance are crucial. Ricoman have supplied many residential
buildings with lighting especially made for their parking and utility
spaces. Have a look at our parking lighting range to find the product that
meets your specification.
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Trident

Hydra- NEW

Lobby

Salus

Living Room

Gemini

A robust and lightweight floodlight, suitable for
exterior and interior parking and utility areas. With
IP65 and IK08 protection and a high efficacy, Hydra
offers four power and size options to cover the
needs of different environments.

Kitchen | Bathroom

Aluminium, anti-corrosive linear lighting with
outstanding optical performance. TP(a) rated as
standard, with optional 3 hour emergency, and
sensor options. IK09 impact resistant and IP65
ingress protection.

Transit Spaces

A maintained or non maintained LED emergency
bulkhead exit sign with IP65 body for interior or
exterior applications. The ultra-slim profile can also
be recessed and there is a hinged screwless gear
tray for ease of installation.

Recreation Areas

3 hour LED emergency twin spot for both interior
and exterior applications. It offers high specification
optic design, coming supplied with hanging kit for
downward pointing installation and integral driver
and NiCd battery back.

Parking
Exterior
Integrated
Solutions
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EXTERIOR
The types of exterior places vary in residential buildings from stairwells,
entrances, lobbies and recreational outdoor areas. Outdoor areas of a
building underline its character. Exterior lighting helps give dimension
to a building and the landscape surrounding it. Often highlighting a few
structural elements is effective. Ricoman offers a high-quality exterior
range suitable for different residential applications.
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Cygnus

Cygni

Lobby

Iris

Living Room

Beacon

An award winning IP65 exterior/interior wall
light with aluminium body that can be installed
individually or in groups. Cygni can be easily
converted to Cygnus garden post light for a
consistent exterior styling.

Kitchen | Bathroom

An award winning IP65 asymmetric beam
garden light offering a great visual experience.
It features aluminium body for great thermal
management, and can be easily converted to
Cygni wall light for a consistent exterior styling.

Transit Spaces

IP65 surface mounted LED luminaire ideal for
decorative interior and exterior applications. Black
or grey cast aluminium body with eyelid as an
add on. Optional integrated microwave presence
detector with ON/OFF.

Recreation Areas

An exterior die-cast aluminium LED bollard in matte
black finish. Beacon is 1m hight and is available with
dome, flat or louvre effect

Parking

Flosse

Exterior

Lyra

Integrated
Solutions

A compact wall light in warm light with round or
square shape options. Combined with line design to
reach an indirect lighting and low glare effect. IP65
Waterproof for both indoor and outdoor application.

An IP65 and IK10 exterior wall pack, in three
different finish options. It is available in three outputs
delivering up to 3500 lumens. With a modern and
minimalist design, screw-less from front, it is ideal
for residential exterior spaces.
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
At Ricoman we aim to add value to our clients offering integrated solutions and a one stop buy to most lighting
needs. Get your luminaires pre-wired and ready delivered on-site.

We offer custom solutions and ready to plug luminaires to save installation time and cost.
Give us a ring now at 0161 451 5920 and let us know your requirements.

WIRELESS CONTROL AND KINETIC SWITCHES
Future-proof your residential development with our
wireless controls. Speed up the process by 40% and
save up to 60% on wiring costs.

CONNECTION SYSTEMS
Reduce wiring times with our tool free connection
systems. Create complex lighting installations quickly
and simply.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wireless
Kinetic energy (no battery required)
Easy installation
Control from wireless switch or smart apps
Control from Alexa/Google
Switches are waterproof
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3 to 4 pole connectors
4 to 5pole connectors
250V rated / 20A plug in connector
Large terminals including loop terminal
on female
Easy lock and release system
Useful for all connecting requirements
including downlights, transformers,
dimmers and control gear.

CASAMBI - ALL LIGHTING IN ONE SYSTEM
Casambi is a bluetooth smart wireless control unit for LED lighting which allows simple control via your
smartphone/tablet and your existing wall switches, reducing the need for additional cabling.

Lobby
Kitchen | Bathroom
Living Room
Transit Spaces
Recreation Areas

Gallery
Take a photo of
the room, mark
the position of the
luminaires and
control them by
tapping.

Colour
Temperature
Simply
change colour
temperature or
save your favourite
ones in a palette.

Daylight Sensor
Dim your lights
when daylight is
available to enjoy
natural light and
save energy.

Occupancy
Sensor
Turn your lights
only when needed
and save on your
energy bills.

Calendar & Timer
(De)activate scenes
and animations,
based on your
schedule, needs and
the season.

Sunrise & Sunset
Adjust your settings
according to the
local sunrise and
sunset times.

Scalability
Scale your
system to adjust
it to the room
size and needs.

Integrated
Solutions

Animations
Fade from one
scene to the next,
being able to set
the duration and
fade times.

Exterior

Scenes
Create different
lighting situations
for different
occasions.

Parking

Luminaires’
Grouping
Group your
downlights as
easily as grouping
apps in your smart
device.
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More Residential Case Studies
We have designed and supplied lighting for a number of
residential blocks and care homes across the UK.
Visit www.ricoman.com/case-studies where you can see all the
residential and care home projects we have been involved in.
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WHY RICOMAN

Fast and bespoke lighting solutions

A team of astute lighting designers
and consultants

Large stock holdings and next day
delivery in standard products

We are winners of the healthcare project
of 2021, and transfer this experience to the
residential sector.

We are proud members of the
Lighting Industry Association.

A number of solutions
manufactured in the UK,
enrolled in Made in Britain’s new
Green Growth Programme.

A dedicated manager next to you since day one of your lighting project.
0161-451-5920 || sales@ricoman.com || www.ricoman.com

RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING EDITION 1.0

HEAD OFFICE
520 Metroplex, Broadway,
Salford Quays,
M50 2UE, Manchester, UK
TEL: 0161 451 5923
EMAIL: sales@ricoman.com
www.ricoman.com

